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Introduction
LabFind is operated by LabStats (Cordance Operations, LLC). By using LabFind you

agree to all terms and conditions in this “Terms of Use” as well as the “Privacy Policy”.

These terms explain conditions that apply to your use and constitute a legally binding

agreement between you and LabStats.

Intended Use
LabFind provides near-real-time availability information for some technology resources

on partner school campuses. LabFind may be used by current students and faculty of

those institutions to be matched with, and locate, those resources. LabFind should not

be used to compile or cache information about school resources. It should also not be

used in excess to the extent that it affects the availability of the service.

Registration
Registration is required to use LabFind. You will be required to provide your school

issued email address. Registration must be completed on each device you wish to use

LabFind, as you will be authorized on that device only.

Collected Data
LabFind collects your email address, through the registration process, for the purpose of

verifying your access to LabFind. In addition, certain usage data may be collected for

the purpose of understanding how LabFind is used. This information will be used by

LabStats to improve LabFind and may also be provided to your school so they may

understand demand for technology resources.
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Accuracy
LabFind exists to provide you with near-real-time data which you may use for

informational purposes. Reasonable efforts have been made to provide accurate data,

however, no guarantees are offered as to that accuracy, and neither LabStats, nor your

school, are liable for any errors or inaccuracies.

Navigation
LabFind may be used to navigate from your current location to a new location. You

should exercise caution while using the navigation instructions and you accept all

responsibility while using them.

Data Usage
LabFind requires an active internet connection, either cellular or WIFI. LabFind makes

regular web requests to obtain near-real-time information and may consume large

amounts of data. You are responsible for all charges from your internet or cellular

provider as a result of this data consumption.

Intellectual Property
LabFind is the intellectual property of LabStats. You have a limited license to use it for

its intended purposes, though this license may be revoked at any time for any reason.

Change of Terms
LabStats may change these “Terms of Use” from time to time.  Continued use of

LabFind after publishing of changed terms shall serve as acceptance of the new terms.
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